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WHITE HOUSE PETITIONS UNDER OBAMA ARE FOUND TIO HAVE
BEEN HIDDEN, DNS RIGGED, SIN-UP DELETED AND OTHERWISE
SCREWED WITH

180,000+ people told outside orgs that they signed up for the
below petition but they never showed up on Obama’s White
House Site:



 

PETITIONGATE - CODEFAG IS BACK EDITION CODEFAG (ID:
h/b+LECU) 02/02/17(Thu)20:19:27 No.110736335 

http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/110736335#p110736335


ITT: Something with the http://petitions.whitehouse.gov is
not right the petitions that work properly are only leftist. 
 
PREVIOUS THREADS: 
>>110698850 
>>110672378 
 
The petition that led to this discovery is 
https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/pe 
 
When you sign this nothing happens; and before you say
"THE 150 PRESIGNS" we are well past that point. As
something similar happened to the "George Soros Security
Threat" and "PIzzagate" petitions. Which I do not have links
for (Someone get those please) 
 
 
Using the infograph in OP (sorry for the size i didnt make it)
you can see that after voting for two different petitions, one
of them increased instantly while the other stayed at 1. 
 
After doing my CODEFAG work I found the JSON
(http://www.json.org/) that holds the stats for the currently
loaded petition on the page. There is a few values that not
like the rest of the petitions on the website. IsPublic and
reachedPublic 
 
The Petition in question: https://api.whitehouse.gov/v1/petit 
 
"isPublic":false 
"reachedPublic":0 
 

http://petitions.whitehouse.gov/
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/110698850#p110698850
http://boards.4chan.org/pol/thread/110672378#p110672378
https://petitions.whitehouse.gov/pe
http://www.json.org/
https://api.whitehouse.gov/v1/petit


and a different random petition:
https://api.whitehouse.gov/v1/petit 
 
"isPublic":true 
"reachedPublic":1484952666 
 
 
After doing some more digging about We The People. I
learned that a company named Blue State Deep created it, as
well as creating Barrack Obamas Campaign website. 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Macon 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/We_th 
 
http://web.archive.org/web/20170202 
 
In the archive article it is mentioned that George Soros uses
Blue State Digital for basically all his web development
needs. Which means he probably owns the comapny or has
reaches far into. 
 
"Financier-philanthropist George Soros hired Blue State in
the fall of 2006 to work on two projects."
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